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electrical grids globally.

What sets them apart their competitors: 

Objectives:

Hydrostor as a leading development partner in the long duration energy 
storage world.
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HYGGE ENERGY                                                                                                                           
Contact Details:
Prateek Saxena

Atul Kunwar (Mumbai)
Chairperson

Shivani Mathur
Marketing and Policy Advisory

Facilitated by customer-premises IoT device that works on embedded 
blockchain and machine learning-based AI, our solution enables tracking, 

energy to neighbors or nearby communities. The solution is supported by 

experience; it not only tracks payments as well as carbon credits earned by 

drivers to book and reserve EV charging time slots in advance, avoiding waiting 

charging stations.

Products and /or Services:
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not have capacity to support it. 

as much as 50% to peak demand, and 3% to peak demand growth by 2030. 
They have a disproportionately large impact on peak demand compared to 

produced to meet this demand, but when it is produced. 

and, at rapid intervals, trades local energy generation against instantaneous 
consumption, autonomously or on command. In doing so, it creates millions 

displacing applications – in this case, EV charging. In doing so, it reveals the 

carbon reduction and, as a result, credits. As the individual EV charging station 

charging station operators to charge a price that provides attractive ROI; this 

trading market through their solution.

What sets them apart from competitors:
 Hygge Energy makes the EV charging experience smart. Hygge Energy’s EV 

renewable energy assets to be utilized to provide grid parity rates. It tracks 
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operators to charge a price that provides attractive ROI; this ROI is made even 

our solution.

and to keep reliable records. Competitive solutions use stale energy records as 

renewable energy trails like Hygge enables, among most other things their 

EV chargers. 

Objectives: 

and Renewable Energy Mission to India is to expand their presence in the 
Indian market based on their initial successes with IOCL and the Government 

charging projects running in India; and wish to secure more strategic partners 
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PLUGZIO                                                                                                                         
Contact Details:
Ashish Narang

Company Address:
11220 Voyageur Way, Richmond, BC, Canada

Website: https://www.plugzio.com

mobility space.

The company provides electric vehicle charging plugs, paired with monitoring 

small and large property owners

Products and/or Services: 

plugs into their outlets, billing users based on their energy consumption. By 
providing the tools to establish more electric charging stations, Plugzio aims 

What sets them apart from their competitors:

how it’s being used (i.e. charging an EV, vacuuming, etc.).

Objectives:
Building relations and Networking with prospective clients, stake holders in 
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